After the implementation of Energy Efficiency Law (EEL) in Turkey, Turkish engineering firms show considerable interest in energy savings projects. There is a growing sign of an energy efficiency implementation in Turkey. However, energy importation costs of Turkey still present a challenge leading to huge financial burdens. This paper explores the energy financing in Turkey and the likelihood of risks after the establishment of structural reforms. The so-called structural problems on the agenda of Turkey are emphasized during the crisis. Actually, global crisis affected the lending conditions herein counterparty risk and restricted the relations of enterprises and banks. In this study, it is argued that there are strong barriers for the future energy saving industry in Turkey made up of macro-economic, micro-economic and financial risks coming through both domestic and global means.
Introduction
There has been a great interest in energy efficiency improvement since the first oil price shock in the early seventies, and recently interest has heightened further because of the global warming effects of high energy use. This three decade long experience in implementing energy efficiency projects in the OECD countries has provided substantial documentation of both the economic and the environmental benefits of adopting energy efficiency improvement measures and policies. Yet, even in these developed economies, there remain a number of barriers to more widespread application of energy efficiency measures [1] .
After the first oil crisis1973, energy service companies emerged in the United States. An energy service com-pany is an enterprise that fully provides integrated energy services to their customers (mainly large energy users, but also utilities), which may include implementing energy-efficiency projects (and also renewable energy projects), frequently on a turn-key basis [2] . It provides performance and savings guarantees, and its remuneration is directly tied to the energy savings achieved. Therefore, an energy service company risks its payments on the performance of equipment and services implemented. Some of them finance projects, recovering their investment cost from the resulting savings [3] . The energy consulting concept has been established first in North America at the very beginning of 80's (see authors [1] [4] [5] who reviews the US energy saving industry and the concept of energy efficiency projects). Then, the concept spreads to Europe where the energy saving industry has successfully developed in some countries, such as Germany, but not others in EU. Only after the 90s, the energy saving concept were created in developing countries. At that time, energy end-users have just went through the first energy crises and they were looking for important operation cost reductions. Many major energy customers were developing a new way to manage and monitor their energy consumption, looking to install the most efficient equipment to replace old inefficient ones. The needs for third party financing mechanism or energy service performance contracting [6] had been proposed by some engineering companies already involved in energy management, since it was perceived as one of the main barriers to implement those potential projects. So for more than 10 years, energy saving projects operated in North America and then, in a lesser way, in Europe, based mainly on the economic benefit of the proposed projects [7] .
Nowadays, international authorities are looking for solutions for the increasing energy needs and environmental impact of energy consumption and energy services. World Bank has developed over three dozen projects to support the development of local energy saving industries, including Brazil, Bulgaria, China, Croatia, India, Poland, Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, Uruguay and Vietnam. While the development of local energy saving industries can often take more than a decade, the benefits can be substantial [8] . Bertoldi, Boza-Kiss and Rezessy (2007) give an update of the status report of energy savings in Europe to investigate the specific situation in EU-27 and in some non-EU countries. The authors find the energy markets in Europe to be at diverse stages of development (Germany and Italy: large numbers of energy projects, Latvia, Romania, and Denmark: a few energy companies, Albania, Serbia, Hungary: decreasing energy market, Estonia, Greece, Belarus, and Macedonia: just getting established, Italy and France: expanding [9] . Turkey, under the regulations of EU directives, is another country that established a new energy saving industry in EU [10] [11] .
Turkey concentrated on the development of energy management by General Directorate of Renewable Energy of Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources in cooperation with international organizations such as WB, EU and Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) since 1995 [12] . Energy industry in Turkey is endowed with rich renewable energy sources (hydro, wind, geothermal, and solar power) potential. The technically feasible potential of hydro amounts to 216 TWh/year while economically feasible potential is nearly 125 TWh/year. About 32% of the economically feasible hydro-potential has been developed, based on average annual generation [13] .
After the adoption of the Energy Efficiency Law (EEL) 2007, Turkey started to conduct energy efficiency (EE) projects regarding the precautions to increase the efficiency of energy consumption by industrial establishments. There is a rapid change on the way to building up energy saving industry in Turkey. Currently there are 34 certified energy companies in Turkey. The market is made up of local capital owners with no joint venture or foreign energy company. Most of the energy projects are connected with electricity rather than oil. Despite some teething problems relating to financial support, the energy saving industry in Turkey is slowly but steadily growing. The industry conceive to finance energy-efficiency projects with the help of European Union (EU) and World Bank (WB) funds in the short run and with Turkish banks' credits in the medium to long run. For instance, the government is cooperating with the WB for supporting small hydro and wind energy projects [12] .
Turkey's energy demand has been growing with a rate of 6% for decades and this demand is expected to persist as a result of rapid urbanization and industrialization. Primary energy demand has been projected to reach 220 million toe in 2020 (a 150% increase compared to the current level). The limited availability and production capacity of domestic energy sources cause import dependency primarily on oil and gas [10] . WB has allocated 420 million US dollars credit to Turkey for supporting developments in the utilization of renewable energy sources. Two development and investment banks, in particular the Turkish Industrial Development Bank (TSKB) (75% of the credit) will act as intermediary in the use of the credit most of which will be used for development of geothermal, hydro and wind energy sources. Only private sector institutions will be able to utilize the credit. The project proposals should be in conformity with the Turkish environmental legislation as well as other conditions which could be requested by the WB [14] .
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews energy saving projects and energy financing mechanisms. In Section 3, the counterparty risk and credit risk via energy financing have been presented, emphasizing the experiences in the developed and developing countries. Section 4 explores the financing of energy projects in Turkey, supporting with data of bank credits. Lastly within Section 5, the future composition and likelihood risks of energy industry in Turkey are revealed.
Energy Savings and Project Financing
The financing mechanism of energy projects is generally classified as the "guaranteed savings" and "shared savings". In the "guaranteed savings" mechanism, the energy company guarantees a certain level of energy, savings sufficient to cover clients' annual debt obligation, and protect the client from any performance risk, and the clients are financed directly by banks or by a financing agency. The client repays the loan and the credit risk stays with the lender. In countries with established banking structure, project financing, and stable economy the "guaranteed savings" mechanism functions properly [10] . Success stories are available for the UK, Austria, and Hungary [5] [15] [16] .
In "shared savings" mechanism, energy company carries both the performance and credit risk. Energy company repays the loan and the credit risk stays with the company and the client assumes no financial risk. In developing countries, the "shared savings" mechanism is more suitable since it does not require clients to assume investment-repayment risk. The client assumes no financial obligation other than to pay a percentage of the actual savings to the energy company over a specified period of time. This obligation is not considered debt and does not appear on the customer's balance sheet. In such markets, there are too few energy service companies most of them small-sized. There are WB funded stories available from India, China, and Brazil [1] [17] [18] . The professionals involved with energy efficiency projects have long believed that the lack of financing mechanisms was one of the main barriers to the establishment of the industry in Brazil [18] . Most Mexican energy companies are very small engineering firms that lack capital to invest in projects. To overcome this financial barrier inte-raction with international energy companies and to seek possible business partnerships is admitted [19] .
Financial barriers are found to be the lack of funds for awareness and the insufficiency of financial support of energy companies. Bannai et al. (2007) using financial derivatives and actual data from existing plants, show how the concepts and tools of financial engineering can be used to hedge the risks due to volatility of fuel and electricity costs to increase the stability of the profit associated with energy business [20] .
The financing options available for energy performance contract projects are bank financing, direct customer financing, public financing (bonds), energy service companies or third party financing [10] . Whereas, the policy solutions to promote project financing need developing an International Energy Efficiency Financing Protocol (IEEFP) and creating an Energy Efficiency Projects (EEP) Financing Fund [21] . Bank financing of energy companies, instead of municipalities, is a well-accepted model which allows the entry of private capital into the sector and offers instant modernization projects. This is at minimal or no increase in costs to the municipality as energy companies receive service fees from municipalities based on energy savings achieved [22] . Similarly, The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) is committed to developing more efficient uses of energy within its countries of operations. One way of promoting energy efficiency improvements is through energy service companies [23] .
The need for increase efficiency and environmental benefit is today even stronger in developing countries than it is in industrialized ones. Brazil, India, China [24] are probably the three best examples of those needs, and on the potential global environmental impact if these goals are not achieved. In this context, the need to investigate what are the actual barriers for the full development of this concept in countries like India is quite important [25] . The energy saving industry in India is still under evolution. Energy companies in India face a number of surmountable barriers that need to be worked on. Most of the barriers will fall with the lapse of time as the market becomes more familiar with the business, but some do need action by large organization or the government. The concept is new and not widely known. Customers are reluctant to sign long-term contracts. There are a few energy companies, most of them small-sized, in India [1] . WB is funding a project on develop-ing financial intermediary mechanisms for energy-efficiency investments in some countries like India. Surveys have been conducted on Indian energy saving industry, energy audit and consulting companies regarding their perception of energy companies and energy projects in India [26] .
On the other hand, Hungary has been a leading model to develop the scope of energy savings as one of the most successful developing country in Europe. With a strong third party financing market, early restructuring energy sector, good institutional and banking sector reforms Hungary can be shown as a good indicator for positive results [27] .
Hungary pioneered with the market-oriented restructuring of the economy, starting already in the 1980s. Within the economic reforms, it has been a leader in electricity restructuring in the region by completing a large share of unbundling, price liberalization, privatization, lifting of most subsidies, and discontinuing cross-subsidies by the late 1990s. By 2004, all non-residential electricity consumers are eligible to choose their supplier; and the gas market has been opened as well. There are about 10 -20 key players and some other 200 more players acting in the Hungarian market. The ownership of the district heating systems was transferred to the local governments, heating stations were privatized, direct subsidies were stopped and also state owned flats were privatized. Considerable amendments have been made in the legal framework as well. Devolving statutory powers to local authorities, fiscal decentralization and rules of public budgeting related to energy savings have also greatly contributed to the development of energy saving projects in the municipal sector. Last, but not least, payment arrears and commercial losses are much less of a problem in Hungary than in the rest of the region [15] .
After the change in regime, Hungary has been a prime target for various international donor and aid programs targeting energy efficiency. Many international actors, including the EBRD, the Global Environment Facility (GEF) through the International Finance Corporation (IFC), and the United State Agency for International Development (USAID), have been supportive in the promotion of energy saving industry in particular through different approaches and programs [15] . IFC addresses Hungary as an innovative model for energy market experience with decreased operating costs for companies and hence increased international competitiveness [28] .
Some other factors contributed to the Hungarian success in the development of a strong energy efficiency. The requirements for EU accession meant providing a strong imperative to liberalize the energy sectors and ensure that energy prices reflect true economic costs. The requirement for lower energy intensity also exerted some pressure to trigger institutional changes in relation to the improvement of energy efficiency in the country. More recently, the ratification of the Kyoto Protocol by the EU and the accessing countries (including Hungary), forced countries to introduce policies and measures to promote reductions in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, which generally implies the conservation of energy, since energy consumption is by far the biggest contributor to greenhouse gas emissions and improving energy efficiency among the most cost-efficient options for GHG reduction. These measures contributed as well to the development of stronger incentives to develop the energy efficiency sector [15] .
Financing Risks of Energy Projects
Economic developments after 1980's has led to an increased liberalization of markets and countries have to find other strategies to ensure the proper management of their projects and investments. Nowadays, there is a huge potential of risks through liberalization endangering the economic and financial system. Therefore, sectors in economies do vary within the scope of this new political order, so as the energy sector's fall [6] .
Energy companies have strong transition impact as a private sector instrument to deliver energy savings. In this respect, the role of enabling policies should be noted in national energy policy act, state regulations for performance contracting and utility programs. These companies may finance or assist in arranging financing for the operation of an energy system by providing a savings guarantee. Energy service companies operate under an energy performance contracting arrangement, whereby they implement a project to deliver energy efficiency, or a renewable energy project, and use the stream of income from the cost savings, or the renewable energy produced, to repay the costs of the project [23] .
Energy savings performance contract is designed to establish energy efficiency projects. Third party financing is the most commonly used type for energy projects and it can be realized by a guaranteed saving contract. Country risk, credit risk and counterparty risk play a major role via projects with too high level of risk as for the case with energy projects. So, energy financers should have strong balance sheets. They must have strong assets to take on huge liabilities of clients that have long-term projects. This is extremely a big risk that points to a considerably significant size-based balance sheet to finance projects. Therefore, energy companies should be committed to risk management, as well. Energy projects should be managed with risk reduction methods like hedging instruments and venture capital. Therefore, when energy companies need financial support to invest such risky projects banks analyze detailed financial statements before extending credit. Besides, banks should implement BASEL II, and then BASEL III. The purpose of BASEL II-III risk implementations is to create an international standard that banking regulators can use when creating regulations about how much capital banks need to put aside to guard against the types of financial and operational risks banks face. BASEL III is a response to prevent the weaknesses in the BASEL II framework where it will lead tightening the risk management approach. BASEL III is expected to be implemented globally between 2013 and 2019 [29] . BASEL III could tighten banks' provision of long-term finance or result in increased interest rates. Either of these changes and tightened capital and liquidity requirements are likely to limit the amount of capital available for renewable energy financing from banks in the future. Together, these are threats to renewable energy deployment because limited financing may prevent the energy projects [30] .
Similarly, energy companies should anticipate macroeconomic factors of the country, foreseeing the risks [21] . Country risk covers credit risk, as both refers to investing in a country. For example, the Country Risk Assessment Model (CRAM) of OECD produces a quantitative assessment of country credit risk based on three groups of risk indicators (the payment experience of the participants, the financial situation and the economic situation) [31] . Credit risk is the risk of loss due to default by a counterparty on its contractual obligations, or as a result of reduction in the credit quality of the counterparty [32] . So, in case of energy investment projects with high risk credits the country risk is highlighted. Counterparty credit risk is the risk that the counterparty to a financial contract will default prior to the expiration of the contract and will not make all the payments required by the contract. Only the contracts privately negotiated between counterparties-over-the-counter derivatives and security financing transactions-are subject to counterparty risk. Exchange-traded derivatives are not affected by counterparty risk, because the exchange guarantees the cash flows promised by the derivative to counterparties. Counterparty risk is similar to other forms of credit risk in that the cause of economic loss is obligor's default. There are, however, two features that set counterparty risk apart from more traditional forms of credit risk: The uncertainty of exposure and bilateral nature of credit risk [33] .
Third-party finance (banks or special funds) can be used to provide customers with the required funds to pay for these projects, isolating the energy company from credit risk as depicted in Figure 1 on the part of the customer. The guaranteed savings scheme is likely to function properly only in countries with an established banking structure, high degree of familiarity with project financing and sufficient technical expertise, also within the banking sector, to understand energy-efficiency projects (e.g. the UK, Austria, and more recently, Hungary) [16] . Financing may be provided by a separate financial sub-division of the energy industry for larger projects with Figure 1 . Guaranteed Savings (GS) financing mechanism of performance contracting in energy projects [35] . either good default options or external guarantees provided by the government or trustworthy international lenders [34] .
The interest and co-operation of financial institutions and banks are essential for energy market development financing of individual projects. Government and donor agencies can stimulate the market for affordable financial options through various means: Soft loans or grants for projects and energy business expansion, support to demonstration projects for information dissemination, information and education programs for financiers to ensure they understand the financial soundness of energy efficiency projects, evolving appropriate financial guarantee mechanism against loans [21] .
Energy services projects, in all their varying forms, are technically complex undertakings, requiring significant design, engineering and development efforts to create a transaction that is economically compelling to the end user customer. However, all these efforts could be for naught if third party financing is required and the transaction is not structured to satisfy the requirements of the capital markets. Developing a bankable energy services transaction requires a thorough understanding and balancing of the needs and objectives of the three main parties to the deal-the customer (end user or obligor), the energy company, and the lender. Obligor credit risk is the core risk for all financing transactions and simply translates to the end user's ability to satisfy all of its obligations (payment and otherwise) under the terms of the transaction. Despite the wide variety of financing structures for energy services transactions, their common foundation is the end user's obligation to make payments in exchange for the products or services received. In whatever forms it takes (i.e. lease payment, loan payment, services payment, usage payment, etc.), that payment obligation provides the lender's primary source of debt service and return on the equity investment, if any. As a result, the bulk of the lender's underwriting activities are focused on a detailed analysis of the end-user's overall credit profile. Operating performance, cash flow, debt service capacity, liquidity, balance sheet strength, market position, management capabilities, and future projections are among the many factors thoroughly examined during the underwriting process. In order to achieve the desired end result, i.e. transaction approval, the credit analysis must conclude that the obligor is capable of fully satisfying its obligations throughout the full term of the transaction [36] .
Most facility managers agree that energy management projects are good investments. Generally, energy projects reduce operational costs, have a low risk/reward ratio, usually improve productivity, and even have been shown to improve a firm's stock price. Despite these benefits, many cost-effective energy projects are not implemented due to financial constraints. A study of manufacturing facilities revealed that first-cost and capital constraints represented over 35% of the reasons cost-effective energy projects were not implemented. Often, the facility manager does not have enough cash to allocate funding or cannot get budget approval to cover initial costs. Financial arrangements are one way to mitigate risks of a facility's funding constraints, allowing additional energy savings to be reaped.
Loans have been the traditional financial arrangement for many types of equipment purchases. A bank's willingness to loan depends on the borrower's financial health, experience in energy management, and number of years in business. Obtaining a bank loan can be difficult if the loan officer is unfamiliar with energy projects. Loan officers and financiers may not understand energy-related terminology. In addition, facility managers may not be comfortable with the financer's language. Thus, to save time, a bank that can understand energy projects should be chosen. Most banks will require a down payment and collateral to secure a loan. However, securing assets can be difficult with energy projects, because the equipment often becomes part of the real estate of the plant. For example, it would be very difficult for a bank to repossess lighting fixtures from a retrofit. In these scenarios, lenders may be willing to secure other assets as collateral [37] .
Energy Financing in Turkey
Turkey's energy market is sponsored by government and WB funds during its incubation stage under the shared savings mechanism (SS) is depicted in Figure 2 . As stated before, under a shared savings the energy company assumes both performance and credit risk (as the client takes over some performance risk, it will try to avoid assuming any credit risk) [16] [21] .
Creating a competitive, mature energy market like Hungary (as a developing country model, has more than 200 energy service companies) through the GS mechanism as depicted in Figure 1 , is not possible under today's Turkish economic environment. The SS concept is a good introductory model in developing markets because customers assume no financial risk, which they like or even demand. The downturn of this structure is that it Figure 2 . Shared Savings (SS) financing mechanism of performance contracting in energy projects [35] .
limits long-term market growth and competition between energy companies and between financing institutions because small and/or new companies with no previous experience in borrowing and few own resources are unlikely to enter the market if such agreements dominate [38] .
Nowadays, there are 13 domestic banks in Turkey proposing credits to enter the energy efficiency market. Most of them are commercial and the rest are state banks [12] Later, when the implementation of EEL enhanced the energy projects in Turkey, the share of credits started to rise again up to about 7%, but not so compromising till 2013 as depicted in Figure 3 , in the shadow of the ongoing global crisis and majorly country risk that will be discussed in the next section. The current situation of energy saving industry shows a low profile performance and a considerable credit risk due to micro-economic and financial situation in Turkey. Eventually, this points to future risks of energy industry in Turkey.
The Present and Future Risks in Turkey
First of all, the energy market in Turkey is exposed to macro-economic problems (country risk). Country's current low interest rate and low inflation potential due to small debt-to-GNP ratio unlocks the potential for growth in this sector. However, large debt problems of the developed countries and a worldwide fear of risk may block the foreign direct investment (FDI) flow that is necessary for the progress of the market as well for the reduction of the country's current account deficit. Turkey has persistent and risky current account deficits for years. This risk as a destabilizing factor for Turkish Economy has been studied in many papers. Turkey is exposed to macroeconomic instability, financial fragility and crisis in the case of internal and external economic and political shocks, because of the structural economic problems-low productivity and global competitiveness level in high-technology products, foreign dependency in energy, intermediate goods and finance, domestic saving gapresulting in unsustainable current account deficit [40] - [42] .
After the 2008-2009 global financial crisis, the chronic problem of the Turkish Economy, the current account balance trouble recrudesced. In the present instance, the factors increasing the current account balance are thought not only structural problems but also economic conditions, booming international credit inflows from global markets appreciating the Turkish Lira, deteriorating the current account balance steeply [43] . FDI neces- sity is highlighted as the current account deficits enhanced after the crisis.
Soytas and Sari (2009) mention that Turkey is facing an investment problem and regardless of which alternative energy sources she wants to develop or utilize a large portion of this investment would be through accumulating capital based on imported technology [44] . The role of Turkey's energy market and its relationships with the universities and research & development centers had been given by [10] . It is stated that the Turkish government must support and develop a shared vision of energy-related innovation between industry, universities, government-based research & development centers, energy companies, and related (FDI). Turkey's problem with FDI is that current account deficit (CAD), in which energy imports contribute significantly, is large and getting larger (Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey, CBRT, http://evds.tcmb.gov.tr); restricting the motivation of long-term FDI. Realization of ES potential via energy-related innovations should help reduce this portion of the CAD, and in turn, should encourage FDI flow to the country. Reduction in the CAD via successful energy-related innovations is expected to create an induced positive recurring effect on FDI flow. It is very important not only, to design efficient exchange rate policy in connection with the monetary, the fiscal and the external finance policy but also, to improve global competitiveness, credibility and investment climate in order to achieve sustainable current account balance and economic growth in the long run for the Turkish Economy. Otherwise, under the challenging conditions of global competitiveness, the Turkish Economy may suffer from unsustainable high current account deficits in the future [43] .
Especially, to maintain a lower credit risk of financing energy market, it is a must to align with international energy companies and to seek possible business partnerships, securing third party financing from international finance organizations (beyond WB) such as IFC, Environmental Enterprises Assistance Fund (EEAF) and the Renewable Energy Equity Fund (REEF).
Despite the banking sector's high liquidity and profit after the adoption of BASEL II, lending volumes remain depressed. This is primarily because of the risk-averse approach of the new banking system and contrarily much attributed private sector and its capital inadequacy. Unfortunately, BASEL II was not implemented by the private sector in Turkey. The unsuccessful implementations of the BASEL II for the small and medium sized firms in Turkey show that companies are not apt to implement risk management.
Turkish private sector-consisting of 99% small and medium sized (SMEs)-maintains the effects of weaknesses and inadequacies for years that provide insight on the limits to firm growth and sustainable investment. By all means, SMEs, being small in size and having structural problems, cannot bear the entire financial risk of energy projects. In Turkey, government and KOSGEB collectively provide tax incentives, subsidies and lending programs for SMEs [45] . But because companies are not apt to adopt the generally accepted rules of management the problems still continue. Therefore, only large-sized firms are on the platform to establish an energy market. If they come together to form joint ventures with domestic firms or established foreign energy compnaies the result might change. If not, then energy financers should have strong balance sheets, as stated before.
Energy companies must have strong assets to take on huge liabilities of clients that have projects of 7 -10 years. This is an extremely a big risk that points to a considerably significant size-based balance sheet to finance projects. Therefore, they should be committed to risk management. Energy activities should be managed with risk-reducing methods like hedging instruments and venture capital. Also, for secured loans, it is important to assess the end-user payment default risk, energy company non-performance risk and bank's loan-repayment default risk. These risks are to be appropriately addressed in order to ensure successful projects.
However, companies in Turkey do not use risk management tools effectively. Without risk management, SMEs in Turkey especially have to bear size risk, credit risk, capital inadequacy, regulation risk, technology risk and country risk. They have problems of coping with the generally accepted accounting and financial standards that especially lead to poor management of assets and liabilities. With the lack of SMEs-that constitutes 99% percent of private sector-the Turkish energy market is inevitably is small. In such a market, candidate energy companies in Turkey-with poor assessment of risk culture-will not be ready for GS financing mechanism. After all, with a finalized adoption of BASEL II in Turkey, banks may resist financing energy projects because of the risky nature of this business. What's more, as the arrival of BASEL III is still unknown in private sector, the new accord could again tighten banks' provision of long-term finance [30] . While this is a coming threat to energy markets all over the world, it could ruin the progress of Turkish energy savings.
Similarly, another concern of SMEs will be shaping the future of energy market and energy efficiency projects. That is, an update in legal regime and norms should affect energy partners and projects which will in turn help in cooperation with foreign capital and companies to compete. In 2012, a new legislation was prepared in accordance with current legal and regulatory requirements. This legislation, called as new Turkish Commercial Code No.6102 [46] , aims to force the companies to follow the generally accepted standards of accounting and auditing, transparency, eventually increasing level and change the investment environment for good. It will help to increase corporate governance and transparency level for better investment conditions. Although, a new regulation is issued in July 2012 for implementing accounting standards (in line with the international standards) to evaluate the Turkish companies, there will surely be a need of time to adapt to this new situation. The companies will be subject to the new Turkish Accounting Standards in line with the International Financial Reporting Standards on 1 January 2013 [46] . Until then up to the actual deadline for adapting given by the government, July 2014, there will still be poor measurement and inadequate accounting system for companies in Turkey, which in the end apply for the energy companies. This seems to be a long period after July 2014. The concerns will continue as poor measurement and auditing problems lead to transparency inadequacy, lack of creditworthiness and corporate governance which mean risky for prospective partners-mostly foreign ones-of energy companies (credit risk and regulation risk).
Certainly, the updated legal formalities are expected to provide a more predictable and well-designed system with stimulating policies in the near future. The modern legislative change will welcome foreign capital to the new market just like the case for the Turkish Financial Markets. At least, the target of the government is to take a path leading a similar result. The Turkish banking and mostly the Turkish insurance market happened to be the subject of the foreign capital lately. After the legislative transformation, in a few years of time, foreign capital owners rapidly invested in the Turkish insurance companies. Today, the percentage of foreign capital in the Turkish insurance sector is nearly 90%. But it should be noted that aside from the private sector enterprises, financial companies were subject to a complete transformation in corporate governance, accounting standards, risk management regulations. The rapid attraction of foreign capital to financial companies is explicable because of the highly standard financial system with modern legislations. Nevertheless, the case of financial system and efforts of financial institutions stand far beyond the SMEs in Turkey. Actually, the composition of restructuring fully needs both sides the mutually related financial sector and private sector at the same time.
Beyond such financial and risk-related issues there are not any technical-/engineering-related barriers since many Turkish private companies have already proved their qualifications by completing very successfully especially the large-scale housing as well as industrial construction projects abroad. On the other hand, there is no opportunity for the energy companies in street-lighting or similar tasks as such projects are handled by the municipalities in Turkey. So, energy companies should engage in energy-related research and development and innovations. Literature reveals that energy/emission improvements of countries may be related to their innovation and research and development-activity levels [47] .
Despite ongoing changes, there is still a lack of knowledge on energy market and its facilities. Therefore, the government must enforce energy campaigns likewise incentives and investment support programs strengthened with universities and technical schools. With a lack of information and campaigns, it will be hard to erase low awareness. Especially all of the positive legislative change will have no valueable effect on the development of the market. Among all the state universities of Turkey, only Gazi University applied for the training tasks and was approved by the EIE in February 2011. There is no information on whether any other universities had applied to become energy-related centers. It is assumed that the number of such universities will not exceed three to five in the near future [11] .
In the light of the barriers, the situation shortly points to an inevitable halt in progress of the energy market in Turkey. Large current account deficits, uncompleted structural reforms, unfinished privatizations make the creation of a mature, perfectly competitive energy market suspicious. It's clear that no progress could be obtained until Turkey provides a further modernization of law system adopting legal reforms and gains improved results.
Conclusions and Recommendations
The recent Energy Efficiency Law (EEL) has an important potential to further develop renewable energy in Turkey. But there are strong barriers for the future energy industry in Turkey. All the assessment of domestic risks including credit risk, country risk, financing risk and regulation risk show that Turkey is not fully ready for building an energy saving marketing. The share of energy sector credits shows a low profile due to micro-economic and financial risks in Turkey. Eventually, this points to future risks of financing energy projects in Turkey.
Turkey must direct its limited energy-policy related funds primarily to the private sector exhibiting high energy consumption, high energy efficiency potential, and high competence in research & development and innovation activities. Innovation flourishes as a consequence of knowledge accumulation and research & development experience, all of which also expedite compliance with laws and regulations. The new efficiency law of Turkey offers many opportunities and solutions to problems of energy savings industry: 1. for foreign energy companies to enter the new Turkish energy market; 2. for domestic energy companies to increase business volume with industrial, electricity, transportation, and construction sectors and to undertake joint ventures with foreign energy companies; 3. for Turkish universities in establishing new or developing the existing energy and energy-efficiency related institutes, departments, degree-granting programs, and EEL-related "official certificate" programs; 4. for Turkish universities in acquiring commercial and state funds to support academic research projects and faculty members, and in establishing new or raising the existing collaborations with the foreign universities in energy-efficiency related academic areas; and 5. for "domestic and foreign banks" and "credit companies" in the long-and medium-run financing of Turkish companies in their energy-efficiency related projects entailed by the EEL. Turkish economy recovered quickly from the precipitous drop in output triggered by the 2008 global crisis. However, the crisis shortening of liquidity changed the conditions of economic units, tightened lending and led to shift in investment factors. Despite the banking sector's high liquidity and profit, lending volumes remain depressed. This is primarily because of the risk-averse approach of the new banking system and contrarily the attributed but so unfruitful private sector and its capital inadequacy. Turkish private sector (merely the SMEs)-having structural problems and institutional risks of adapting regulations-maintains the effects of weaknesses and inadequacies for years that provide insight on the limits to company growth and sustainable investment. This situation has been more severely disrupted by the crisis.
By all means SMEs, being small in size, cannot bear the entire financial risk of projects, as stated before. Therefore, only large sized firms are on the platform to establish an energy market. If they come together to form joint ventures with domestic firms or either established foreign energy companies the result might change. Without foreign capital, with merely the support of international financial institutions, the market will not be able to prosper because this is primarily a risk-based capital system that Turkey is trying to master. One of the most important difficulties that local companies face in Turkey is capital inadequacy, and therefore, they are insufficient to act as market-makers. Since 2005, international partners have seen some potential of a stable economy and good indicators, free from country risk, to invest and they are more willing to invest in this promising sector. At the same time for secured loans, it is important to assess the end-user payment default risk, energy company non-performance risk and bank's loan repayment default risk. These risks are to be appropriately addressed in order to ensure successful projects. What's more, energy projects need stable economic environment with low interest rate and inflation.
The energy projects in Turkey may be smaller than those in the industrial sector. To develop a prosperous energy market which determines counterparty and liquidity risk, it should be noted that macro-economic, microeconomic and financial factors are now subject to additional influences like global liquidity concerns. Therefore, the future Turkish energy market is somehow complicated made up of macro-economic, micro-economic and financial risks coming through both domestic and global means. Unfortunately, market performance is bound to market size problem, high interest rates, loan security problem which are severe constraints that might block the progress of the market. Especially, to maintain a lower credit risk of financing energy projects, it is a must to align with international energy companies and to seek possible business partnerships, securing third party financing from international finance organizations beyond WB such as the IFC, EEAF and the REEF. Beyond, the management of financial burdens there is a need of administration and enforcement of all the related legislation and requirements in order to obtain a secure future of energy in Turkey.
